
To Whom It May Concern, 

I propose to erect a shed for Geraldton Greenough Wildlife rescue on the front 

paddock of 1199 Allanooka Springs Road Mount Hill ,this will have a driveway which can access 

Rescue shed. 

I will live onsite in the residential house on the property and maintain the Wildlife Rescue shed. 

I have been rescuing animals in the Midwest for 9 years now with 20 years' experience in the Perth 

area and felt this needed for our Midwest as a place that focuses solely on the animals that are in 

care for short periods of time. I will be using shed to home short term rescues & keep equipment I 

use for rescue work, nets, bags etc for rescuing Australian Wildlife. The animals rescued will not be 

released from this property, just rehabilitated for eventual release elsewhere (where they came 

from). 

The public can drop off wildlife if found close by and they call me first but other than that it will be a 

place I can rehabilitate the many wildlife I rescue each year in the Midwest. Most animals in care will 

be birds & small reptiles. I usually have in spring (big bird rescue season) my big part of the year 

about 12 birds, most of these small honeyeaters & galahs that have been orphaned. They are 

ALWAYS released in the area they were rescued from or close by. 

No noise will be increased as birds will only be young & no large noise equipment will be used. 

At the moment public call me & I head out to rescue then take to local vets for examination & 

long term animals will stay at Sanford vets as it's the same relationship I have with them now. 

There will be no increase in traffic coming to property as I work alone & will not ask public to drop 

off there, I will always pick up from local vets, or in rescue situations head out as I do now. If long 

term treatment needed they will stay at vets and be monitored. 

I have full support from Department of Parks & Wildlife & our local vets Sanford & RSPCA Inspector 

all with whom I work closely with. 

I will have access to the rescue shed on my property 24 hrs a day 7 days a week. Wildlife are 

sometimes rescued at all times of the night. 

No animals will be kept long term and No displaying of any animals will be permitted, It's a simple 

Rescue, Rehabilitate & release as soon as possible . 


